Place of modern imaging in brachytherapy planning.
Imaging has probably been the most important driving force for the development of brachytherapy treatments the last 20 years. Due to implementation of three-dimensional imaging, brachytherapy is nowadays a highly accurate and reliable treatment option for many cancer patients. To be able to optimize the dose distribution in brachytherapy the anatomy and the applicator(s) or sources should be correctly localised in the images. For computed tomography (CT) the later criteria is easily fulfilled for most brachytherapy sites. However, for many sites, like cervix and prostate, CT is not optimal for delineation since soft tissue is not adequately visualized and the tumor is not well discriminated. For cervical cancer treatment planning based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is recommended. Some centres also use MRI for postimplant dosimetry of permanent prostate seed implant and high dose rate prostate brachytherapy. Moreover, in so called focal brachytherapy where only a part of the prostate is treated, multiparametric MRI is an excellent tool that can assist in defining the target volume. Applicator or source localization is challenging using MRI, but tolls exist to assist this process. Also, geometrical distortions should be corrected or accounted for. Transrectal ultrasound is considered to be the gold standard for high dose rate prostate brachytherapy and transrectal ultrasound -based brachytherapy procedure offers a method for interactive treatment planning. Reconstruction of the needles is sometimes challenging, especially to identify the needle tip. The accuracy of the reconstruction could be improved by measuring the residuals needle length and by using a bi-planar transducer. The last decade several groups worldwide have explored the use of transrectal and transabdominal ultrasound for cervical cancer brachytherapy. Since ultrasonography is widely available, offers fast image acquisition and is a rather inexpensive modality such development is interesting. However, more work is needed to establish this as an adequate alternative for all phases of the treatment planning process. Studies using positron emission tomography imaging in combination with brachytherapy treatment planning are limited. However, development of new tracers may offer new treatment approaches for brachytherapy in the future. Combination of several image modalities will be the optimal solution in many situations, either during the same session or for different fractions. When several image modalities are combined so called image registration procedures are used and it is important to understand the principles and limitations of such procedures.